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Virtual Reality, or VR, has been getting mainstream attention from all areas of medias in the last few months. Many
statements have been made, from the great promises to
reshape the retail market, to even reinvent it in some industry
verticals.
VR in its simple definition is a suite of technologies and hardware
devices aimed at displaying 360-degree content to the user,
immersing him into this environment. This content can be either
video or computer graphics. Whatever the method, the immersive effect is immediate and powerful and offers a whole new
way of communicating and interacting with your customers. Are
we witnessing the coming of V-commerce?
What does this mean in this era where retailers are looking for the
formula to create compelling customer experiences? Is VR the
ultimate experiential customer device? One thing is sure, 2016 is
a critical year for innovative retailers to experience, explore and
implement VR in their marketing toolbox. It’s here, it’s growing
fast and it offers endless possibilities. But it’s not a one size fits
all. Your excursion in VR should not be gimmicky or patched-in
because it’s a current hot topic. Use of VR must be thought out
and executed right. This is where Valtech and its world team of
Digital experts can help ensure a seamless incursion in this new
customer interface.

Quick facts on
Virtual Reality (VR)

The Editorial by
Jean-François Tremblay

AR + VR revenue will hit

120 Billion Dollars by 2020
Retail VR Market size

2,6 Billion Dollars in 2018
YouTube 360:

3,619,318 daily views
Mercedes - Most viewed 360° video
in only 4 days

57,832 views in 4 days
14,458 daily views
Samsung Gear VR

5 Million units in 2016*
VR head mounted display

175 Million units by 2018
Google Cardboard Apps installed

50 Million
Google cardboard viewers shipped

5 Million
HTC VIVE installed systems in 6 weeks

between 35,000 and
50,000
* Projected
INFOGRAPHICS : Ref : Goldman Sachs, Statistica, Techcrunch

A hitchhiker’s guide
to retail VR
Jean-François Tremblay, VR & AR Practice Lead at Valtech

viewers anywhere, to «feel» new spaces and environments in ways that
today’s technologies cannot. For one, there are no distractions in VR – not
unless you put them there. This, in itself is revolutionary to the digital age,
where opportunities to fully engage an audience are one-dimensional,
prone to distraction and competition.
Immersed in stereo sound and HD visuals in a 360 setting, you can take
your audience anywhere… even to another galaxy.
Hotels, car manufacturers, sports broadcasters, and entertainment industry
are all experimenting with VR.

Don’t panic. Not yet. There’s still time… but don’t
ignore the facts: Bundling VR headsets with smartphones is making headway, and VR is becoming highly
accessible. VR is in its first billion-dollar investment
year as we look at the first two months of 2016. VR
has already become a powerful tool in the gaming,
aerospace and medical industry, but is ready to make
headway in many more industries.

Marriott hotels launched the «Travel Postcards» Vroom Service last autumn,
inviting guests to travel virtually to the Andes Mountains in Chile, an ice
cream shop in Rwanda and to the bustling streets of Beijing via Samsung
Gear VR headsets. They can order them to their room just like room service.
To launch a new hiking shoe, Merrell created
The Merrell virtual hike, the first ever commercial
in-motion Oculus Rift experience, letting users
walk around a virtual reality landscape. Consumers
physically walk across a wooden bridge wearing a
headset and are transported into a virtual environment. The user must leap over holes in the bridge
and react to a landslide. Add wind and sound to
the experience, and it feels «real». There’s no better way to launch a new sku in the market! Watch
the video

As virtual reality gains traction with consu“with Virtual Reality, your mind is
mers, they will quickly expect more than
tricked to think she is whatever we
2D experiences from retailers. 3D is big:
mind-boggling big. You may think you can
tell her to be.”
lose yourself travelling through a web site
David Sackman – Ted Talk, Virtual reality for positive change and behavior.
(but to quote the eloquent Douglas Adams)
«that’s just peanuts to [VR] space…» So,
if you aren’t wearing thinking caps and
dreaming up innovative ways of offering
your products or services in VR now, you may just need an
infinite improbability drive to catch up!
Understand we are in the midst of the rebirth of VR. “VR is going to need
You can take advantage as the technology evolves. 2016
10 years to become a very mainstream big thing. But we’re committed to
is the year you can build a foundation in understanding VR,
this, we have the resources to be able to invest and use these investments
the year you explore how you can integrate it to your brand
across the world (…).” -Mark Zuckerberg, March 2016
experience, the year your company learns to brainstorm
together, and forges new partnerships. This is the year to
The battle of VR hardware and development platforms has begun. Those
explore, get immersed, and innovate so you can create a
with faster processors and higher resolution screens make the technology
VR experience your users will love.
shine. Without the right technology, VR can be slow and cause nausea, but
Get Versed in VR - Immerse Yourself in a Quality VR envithis is expected to change in the next year or two as the technology beronment
comes more accessible. Headsets that came out this year include Oculus
I could describe how VR immersion feels at length; but you
need to experience it yourself to truly understand where
it can take you. Described by Chris Milk in his Ted Talk as
«the ultimate empathy machine» it has the power to take

Rift, Sony Playstation 4, and the HTC Vive. They are all worth trying and
experimenting with.
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Storytelling
Expertise &
Shooting for
VR

2016 will be a big year for VR
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360 Sound

Consumers will purchase 14 million units worldwide in
2016, according to Trendforce. “VR hardware’s market
positioning is clearer than smartwatches,” said Jason
Tsai, TrendForce’s wearable device analyst.
And Deloitte Global predicts that virtual reality (VR) will
have its first billion-dollar year in 2016, with about $700
million in hardware sales, and the remainder from VR
content. They report states that at the moment, the video
game industry dominates VR content creation, but VR is
likely to have multiple applications, both consumer and enterprise, in the longer term. The report says, «With regard
to enterprise adoption of VR, we expect 2016 will be a year
of experimentation, with a range of companies dabbling
with using VR for sales and marketing purposes.»
What your organization needs to learn about VR
For your organization or brand, the experimentation phase
is an extremely important phase. The challenges are
numerous.
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Stitching

For one, you have to develop an expertise in storytelling in VR
(Think of the Merrell example). When you produce a «360» experience you have to rethink the way you are designing it. There are
no hidden spots, no “behind the camera” places, the design, the
setting, the scripting, it all needs to be thought out in a global 360
environment. In addition, the video requires fast processors, with
VR cameras shooting one giga pixel per frame. That’s just the visual
part.

Then there’s the 360 surround sound, which truly completes this
immersive experience. That too, needs to be well though out, as
sounds is what adds the greatest layer of total immersion. Add a
sound of something behind the user – they will likely spin around…
The VR medium’s great capacity also poses a limitation as an
experience designer. As opposed to 2D video, where the director
can pinpoint a user’s attention to something that is critical, here, the
user can explore anything they want, at any point in time. The user
has absolute freedom to look “wherever!”
Some of the challenges of VR in the last couple of years are getting
solved – and fast. For example, the problem of «stitching» – splicing
together a 3D environment from several different cameras (usually 6
to 12) has been a challenge, but there are more and more solutions
coming out to make this easier. This will take an inherent difficulty
out of the equation and simplify the Director and technical crew’s
workload in this delicate post-production step.
Experiment with VR – Start Simple
As you begin to dream up ways your brand can offer a VR experience, make sure you don’t bite off more than you can chew. Start
by building an exploratory experience, where consumers can view
your product from any angle, in the environment the product is
meant to be used.
For example, bikes can be viewed outdoors, furniture, in a home, a
car would be experienced on the road, and so on. VR retail offers
endless opportunity to better interact and communicate with customers, to really show them the product in its natural environment.
The fact is: a traditional 2D ecommerce site is flat. Virtual reality is
immersive. You can truly get a feeling of volume, texture, size and
more within a VR experience. There is so much more information
you can offer.

Ask Critical Questions
In VR, there are more questions than answers, and more
possibilities than limitations.
How can you evoke emotion with VR for your brand?

“Loyalty is about emotion first,
behavior second Loyalty is powered
by emotion; repeat purchases
are the result.”Harvard Business Review
With emotion as the end result of a VR experience, you can
look at VR as a gateway to building more meaningful and
authentic customer relationships.
In the original Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, you may
have learned that the answer to life, the universe, and everything was 42. That’s changed.
VR, it’s 42 to the power of 360 x 3 dimensions. (42360 x 3)
…because hitchhiking in VR is different. It opens up multiple
universes, and a new way of experiencing life, the virtual, the
universe, everything. Don’t panic. The world of VR is open
to you. You just have to stick out your thumb.

VR Workshops Icebreakers
design by Valtech

There is also a whole lot more information you can gather. By
creating an introductory exploratory experience, you can track
data about how a user interacts with the environment. Do they
notice the photos on the wall? Are they attracted to objects
on a shelf? Do they interact with objects in your 3D environment? What are the particulars they are attracted to? You
can look precisely at what your viewers are doing for building
a future VR space, or to build a more user-centric physical
space in the real world. We are 4D beings (when you add the
senses). It’s a natural progression that we will want to shop in
3D rather than 2D.

Key take-aways for the participant
•
•

Understand VR technologies and how it could impact brands,
organizations and markets
Experience a team-based design process (participants learningcentered vs instructor and course centered)

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Demystify the technologies involved in producing and distributing
Virtual Reality content and Experiences (Ecosystem)
Identify key opportunities for specific market segments
Identify when and how to use Virtual Reality in your customer journey
mapping
Discover brands who are already using powerful VR experience
Acknowledge a lean methodology exercise in concept creation

Participants Profiles
CMO, CDO, CTO, Digital Director, Marketing Director, Content and
Storytelling Manager, Creative Manager, In-Store Experience Manager,
Merchandising Manager, Corporate, Communication Director, Other profiles

8 am - 6 pm

16 people
max.

Equipment
included

On request

Program

This workshop includes

8.00 - 12.00: DISCOVERY

•
•
•
•

+ Technology discovery
+ Content discovery
+ Market outlook
+ Industry trends
+ Production workflow
+ VR Production and distribution

1.30 - 6 pm: IDEATION
+ Cocreation Workshops
Teamwork:
Content exploration and concept
production to be presented to the
group and voted.
+ Lean methodology introduction

•
•
•
•

Group of 16 people max.
Content research
Custom presentation
On-site animation and support
staff
VR Equipment and workshop
material
Complete Lean and creative
ToolBox
Access to the presentation
Notebook and pen per
participant

Not included
•
Conference location
•
All meals and snacks
(2 pauses + breakfast and
lunch)

Valtech is a digital
marketing agency
pioneer in technologies with a presence in
eleven countries (France, USA, UK, Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, India,
Australia, Singapore and Canada) and 1,600
employees. As a full-service digital agency,
Valtech brings value to its customers at all
aspects of their digital activities: Strategy
consulting, service design, technology
services, and optimization of business-critical
digital platforms for multichannel e-commerce
and marketing. Valtech helps a large range
of brands - such as Audi, Hermann Miller,
Hyatt, Mary Kay, Aldo, Bombardier, Ivanhoé
Cambridge, Ericsson - to develop and grow
their business across their digital touch
points while optimizing time-to-market and
return on investment. Valtech Canadian
office is known for cutting-edge tech and
creative projects: IOT development, virtual
reality production, integrated experience
which includes connected environment and
stores, cross-platform creative and content
strategy, ecommerce solution and major IT
implementations.

Ask your VR & AR expert for more
information
Jean-François Tremblay
jean-françois. tremblay@valtech.ca
514.448.4035

